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Electronic Travel Authority (ETA) is a visa which is electronically linked to your passport and permits
the nationals of some special countries to travel to Australia for leisure and business purpose. ETA
was first introduced in the year 1996 which brought a huge leap in the ratio of immigrants to
Australia as compared to previous years. One should not confuse himself with ETA being a visa,
because both are different in many aspects. An ETA is an electronically stored authority which
grants you the right to travel to Australia and stay there for up to 3 months. An ETA once approved
is valid till the period of one year, but there are few visas which can be extended to last for a yearâ€™s
time.

Issued by the Department of immigration and citizenship this visa for Australia can be applied
online. Electronic Travel Authority (ETA) is classified under different divisions which are designed as
per visitorâ€™s requirement to travel to Australia. Such as, family visas, business visas, work visas,
skilled migration visas, student visas, Australian tourist visa, to name a few. So, if you are planning
to descend to this spellbinding country you need to apply for visa to Australia, which can be easily
filled and submitted online.

Many visa provider online companies are populating the internet web these days, which take some
amount of application fees and provide you with full customer support and give you the surety to get
it approved for you in few hours. With these companies you get full support in everything related to
your ETA. As soon as you fill your form online, an automatic generated reference number is sent to
your e-mail address, with which you can track your ETA status online. Approximately it takes 24
hours time for an ETA to get approved depending on the different aspects.

Australia has been a hotspot for immigrants since past many years. Numerous people dream about
descending and settling in this dream destination, but only a few get the opportunity. But, with the
introduction of Electronic Travel authority (ETA), immigration to Australia has become very easy and
hassle free process these days.
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Melvin Dawis is a travel consultant and advisor for travel services from UK. He is interested in
writing on a Visa to Australia. If you want to know about a Visa for Australia Holiday then you must
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